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Rapport – The
Killer Weapon
T

Rapport is all-important when dealing with clients and
potential clients. Here, we look at some ways to build it.

APPORT is an unconscious
connection we have with
someone.
Knowing
and
understanding how
rapport is established can
enable us to consciously
set the right conditions
for building the right
rapport when coming face
to face with our prospects.
It is important to understand
that rapport is different from a
relationship. While a relationship
takes time to grow and build,
rapport is instantaneous. There
are seven basic ways to
successfully gain and
maintain rapport with your
prospects:
T Have
a
firm
handshake – A firm
h a n d s h a k e
announces that we
are a strong and
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confident person, and that we are
happy to meet our prospect. It is a great
way to start off any encounter, as it is a
traditionally recognised gesture of
acknowledgement and goodwill.
Smile – It may seem like common
sense but in my experience, it is not a
common practice. Smiling is one of the
most effective ways to meet a person.
Even babies are fascinated by smiling
faces! In sales, a smiling gesture
emanates a lasting warmth in the
memory of prospects.
T
Get out of the
intimate space – In martial arts,
there are three distances: kicking,
punching and grappling. Similarly,
in social interaction, there are also
three distances: business, social
and intimate. Business
distance is the furthest
apart; we can see people
maintaining this degree
of separation during
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a meeting. Hence, if we notice ourselves
getting too close to our prospect, to the
point of making them feeling
uncomfortable, we have to slowly steer
clear of their intimate space! Give them
room to breathe; they would certainly
appreciate it.
Find the hidden values – Using our
Sales Ninja awareness, look around our
prospect’s office. What do we notice
about it? A bookshelf crammed with
books is an indication that our prospect
values learning and knowledge.
Similarly, family pictures might tell us
that the person has strong family values,
or that a person with photos of highprofile acquaintances values success.
Use all this information to our
advantage. Talk about subjects that
naturally lead us to connect in the area
that they value. We could talk about a
great new marketing book we have read,
how fantastic our family is or quote a
high-profiler ourselves. Anything we can
do to connect instantly builds rapport.
Be aware and interested!
Have an open posture – Having an
open posture indicates that we trust a
person and feel comfortable around
them. Having a closed posture shows
that we are feeling threatened by them
and are uncomfortable in their
presence. Closed postures include
folding your arms inward towards your
body, hunching your shoulders,
forward crossing your legs (in some
circumstances) or any other position
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that somehow puts up a barrier in
between your body and your prospect.
As we want our prospect to feel close
to us, we have to make a conscious
effort to maintain open postures.
Remove the barriers between us and
our prospect! Uncross our arms, open
our chest and throw back our
shoulders. Act as if we have known
them for years and have nothing to
fear! They too will pick up on this
feeling and respond in kind.
T Be careful with buzzwords and
lingo – When we consult a doctor, we
have probably heard the medical
practitioner go on and on about the
intricacies of some procedure or
medication.
By the time they are done talking about
whatever it was that they were talking
about, we would have realised that we
have absolutely no idea what they were
talking about in the first place. The
lesson here is that we need to use
language that can reach our prospect,
not technical jargons that sound
impressive but are likely to fall on deaf
ears.
T Be sincere and show interest –
This is another common-sensical idea
that is not common practice! Be
genuinely interested in what our
prospect is saying to us; do not think
about what we can say next to impress
them even more. Listen to them and
show them we are paying attention!
We can acknowledge their statements
by doing simple things like nodding,
saying ‘Yes’, ‘Good’ or ‘I see’, asking
them questions or even surprising
them with an extraordinary experience.
To summarise, take note that every little
thing counts in rapport. Have you ever
been in a situation where you were talking
to another person and that person was
looking at passers-by? How did you feel?
That’s a rapport breaker. In order not to
break rapport, be conscious about your
actions during your interaction with other
people! mb

A professional sales trainer/motivator, the writer
is very much sought after for his unconventional
‘Sales Ninja’ training programme. He is also the
author of ‘Secrets of the Sales Ninja’, available
in major bookstores in Malaysia and Singapore.
He can be reached at hanzo@salesninja.com.
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